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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS  

Our next meeting will be held  
May 24, 2015 In  

Deep River Ontario 
At the  

Canadian Clock Museum 
************* 

The day includes lunch at  
The Bears Den at noon 

And 

A tour of the museum 
 

See the last page for details  
Please let Paul know if you will be 

there for lunch or of you need a ride. 
Chapter111.secretary@yahoo.ca 

Over forty five members and guests attended the March meet-
ing of the Ottawa Valley Chapter.  The meeting started with an 
update on club member Jordan Renaud.  His surgery was 
very successful and, while he had to go on a five week pro-
gram of radiation therapy, he started back at work on week-
ends. 
 

Feature Presentations 
 

The meeting featured two major presenta-
tions.  First. Paul Devey and Paul Williams 
gave an update on their project to build a 
wooden works clock using laser cutters.  
They selected the Simplicity design due to 
the pleasing appearance of the clock and 
the availability of CAD files.  From there 
they organized a series of trials to prepare 
themselves for the actual project and 
learned a lot of valuable lessons.  First, 
they learned that the CAD files received 
were not helpful.  The drawings imaged the 
clock in one layer, which meant that the 
drawings had to be separated into layers so 
that individual parts could be cut.  Second 
they selected hi-grade plywood as the ma-
terial to be cut.  This did not work well in 
practice as the glues holding the layers to-
gether ignited and there was much damage 
to the trial parts. Paul Devey described how they kept a spray 
bottle of water on hand to put out the fires!  Baltic Birch will be 
used in the final project.   Third, they learned that configuring 
the laser cutter was no easy task .  Nevertheless, the team 
demonstrated the results of their latest cuts and the whole pro-
ject looks promising.  Paul Devey is sure that the clock will be 
finished in time for the September meeting.   
 

The second presentation was of animated alarm clocks in the 
Canadian Clock Museum.  Allan Symons brought numerous 
          Cont’d P2  

Paul Devey and Paul Williams describe 
their project to build a wood works clock 

with a laser cutter. 

A selection of animated alarm clocks from the Canadian Clock Museum 

A sample of wheels 
produced on a laser 

cutter by the two 
Pauls! 
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MARCH MEETING HIGHLIGHTS  (CONT’D) 

examples of Canadian, US and other international manufactured clocks.  He gave a brief history of the devel-
opment of the clocks in Canada by the branch factories of Westclox and Ingraham.  He pointed out how 
popular US made clocks such as the one depicting Roy Rogers riding through the old west  were transformed 
in Canada to a Mountie riding through the mountains.   
 

Show and Tell 
 

For Show and Tell, John Johns presented a beautiful crystal regulator made by Joseph Eastman's Vermont 
Clock company.  John gave a brief and informative history of Eastman's various clock making enterprises 
which ultimately lead to the Chelsea Clock Company. 
 

Brian MacDonald presented an Eterna travel alarm watch in beautiful condition. 
 

Allan Symons thanked the Silverman family for the donation of the late Max Silverman's watch repairer's work 
bench and various papers to the Clock Museum.  Allan read excerpts from a letter by the Ontario Watchmak-
ers Association to Max Silverman advocating minimum prices for various repairs - an early example of price 
fixing??  He also showed Max's Certificate of Qualification as a watch repairer issued by the Ontario Depart-
ment of Labour. 

President :      

Daniel Burgoyne  burgoynedaniel@yahoo.ca  
 

Vice President:     

Don Purchase   donpurchase@rogers.com 
 

Treasurer:      

Ray Springer    celineandray@bell.net 
 

Secretary   

Paul Sonnichsen  chaptersecretary@yahoo.ca 

CHAPTER OFFICERS 

Auditor:      

Jean Paul Tourigny 
 

Immediate Past President:    

Wally Clemens  wallysc@gmail.com 
 

Editor ByTown Times 
Gary Fox                         chapter111.gary@yahoo.ca 
 

Education & Workshop Chairman:   

Dan Hudon         danhudon@sympatico.ca 

John John’s Eastman Crystal  
Regulator 

Brian McDonald’s Eterna 
Travel Alarm 

The Ontario Department of Labour Certificate of Qualification 
for Watchmaker Max Silverman 
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MARCH MEETING PHOTOS 

 

This tallcase clock was available at the March meeting for a very 
reasonable price.  The hood is a new replacement in need of  
finishing, but the movement was complete and dial beautiful  

President Daniel Burgoyne 
runs an efficient meeting! 

Brian MacDonald  
describes his Eterna 

travel alarm clock 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S   

Bench / Staking Blocks 
 

Bench blocks come in a variety of shapes and sizes.  Some are solid steel and used for 
heavy work such as pounding but also for lighter work such as making and shaping clock 
hands and other parts.   

 
Un-hardened steel blocks such as those shown in Figure 1 can be pur-
chased from local metal suppliers.  Ask if they have pre-cut remnants to 
avoid cutting charges and to obtain pieces at economical prices.  Since 
they are leftovers, they may contain cutting marks and other imperfec-
tions but are nevertheless useful.  The advantage of purchasing more 
expensive solid blocks from horological suppliers is that they will be 
case-hardened resulting in greater endurance.     
          
Although small-sized blocks can be made, it is more practical to pur-
chase these pre-hardened blocks as most are ground perfectly flat on at 
least one face.  Some are reversible with different hole sizes on each 
side.  They contain holes, slots, bevels, V-grooves to accommodate ho-

rological functions such as bushing, riveting, drilling, staking, shaping, and planishing (a metalworking tech-

nique that involves finishing the surface by finely shaping and smoothing sheet metal).  Interesting accessories can 
also be made to increase the usefulness of these bench blocks.   
 
Figure 2 is an example of typical commercial bench blocks 
used in clock repair.  The block on the left has a hole sized 
for holding the stumps used in staking tool sets making it 
useful for both clock and watch repair.  There is the added 
advantage of having a knife edge V-slot for removing roller 
tables.  The block at the back-right has an extended base 
to accommodate arbors while working on wheels.  The V-
blocks at the front are useful for holding round stock and 
straightening arbors.  Some blocks have slots for bending 
wire such as the one at the back, second-left.          
 

One of the most versatile blocks in my toolbox is the round 
machinist block shown in Figure 3.  This block is about 3 

inches in diameter with a 
precision ground working surface and its base sits securely on the bench.  
I consider it one of the best all-around blocks for clock work.   
 

It has a large V-groove to hold round stock plus there are holes in the 
groove that can accommodate certain arbors with protrusions such as is 
found in strike arbors.  One of the holes is a perfect fit for all Bergeon 
bushing tool stumps and 3-jaw chuck which are seen in Figure 3.  I use the 
3-jaw chuck for holding small parts that need filing.  The block is stable 
enough to allow work on the home-made extended platform shown in the 
photo.  Among other things, the platform is useful for work on click rivets 
with no interference from either the wheel or the arbor.  This tool is called a 
machinist’s block and can be obtained from industrial suppliers and in the 
tool catalogue of horological suppliers. 
                                                                                              Dan Hudon 

Fig. 1: Un-hardened Steel Blocks 

Fig. 2: Examples of some case-hardened bench blocks 

Fig. 3: Round Machinists’ Block 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalworking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheet_metal
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NEW MEMBERS 

 

Meet three folks who joined the chapter at the last meeting 
- Zahi Deeks, Doug Rafters and Joe Silverman.  Take a 
moment to  say “Hello” and make them feel at home when 
you next see them!   
 

Welcome to Chapter 111, Gentlemen!       Gary Fox                                                                               

Zahi Deeks Doug Rafters Joe Silverman 

REMOVING BROKEN SCREWS 

(At our January meeting there was a discussion on the best 
method for removing a broken screw from a watch or clock plate.  
Peter Schulz decided to test the two methods—Alum vs. Vinegar.  
Here is his record of the results. Ed.) 
 

After the discussion at the January meeting about 
removing broken screws from watch plates, I ran a 
number of tests.  I only had gold plated watch plates 
to use for the tests.  One plate was put into a solu-
tion of Alum kept warm on a coffee cup heater, and 
the screw was removed within 24 hours with no ap-
parent damage to the plate.  The second test in-
volved another gold plated plate submerged in vine-
gar.  After 48 hours, the screw was still in the plate 
and, after rinsing and drying, evidence of an attack 
on the base metal in the form of Verdigris was show-
ing through the pores of the plating.  I did not have a 
nickel plated watch plate so my test suggests that, at 
least for gold plated plates, the Alum method is the 

way to go.    Peter Schulz 

DO  YOU RECOGNIZE THIS WATCH? 

Zahi Deeks brought this beautiful Multi-Function watch to the March Meeting.  It was originally sold in the 
shop of Sir John Bennett of London England, but is Swiss made.  Can anyone identify the maker for Zahi?  
Let Gary Fox know and he will pass the information along. Chapter111.gary@yahoo.ca 
 

Zahi also brought in a Touchon repeater watch, also Swiss made.  A gorgeous but complicated movement. 
                                                                                                                                                             Gary Fox 

Sir John Bennett, Swiss made watch Touchon Repeater Move-

WAYNE PRECOOR 

The Ottawa Chapter was saddened to hear of the recent passing of Wayne Precoor, a 
major force in the ongoing success of our sister Quinte Chapter based in Belle-
ville.  Wayne had held various chapter positions over many years, among them Presi-
dent and lately, Vice President.  He was always available to help at meetings and with 
various Chapter projects including the creation of a promotional video last year that 
was shown on local cable TV.   
                                                                                                                               Allan Symons 

mailto:chapter111.gary@yahoo.ca
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS  

The BERTMAR Name on Some Watch & Clock Dials 
 

A Brief History.  Internet research indicates that BERTMAR was the brand name used by the Canadian 
company Peoples (Credit) Jewellers, which started business in Toronto early in the 20th century. 
 

The brand name was created from the names of founder Frank Gerstein's two sons BERTrand and MARvin.  
At Frank's death, Bert and Marvin took over the company and expanded it across Canada. 
 

The company is still in business today – their web site is www.peoplesjewellers.com.  Copied from their site:  
“Founded in 1919 as a family business, Peoples Jewellers was the first company in Canada to sell jewellery 
on a time payment plan.  From this modest beginning, the company grew to a national business, and by 1957 
was the largest credit jeweller in the British Commonwealth.”  Peoples currently has nearly 150 mall-based 
Canadian stores from the Maritimes to British Columbia. 
 

Examples of Some Watches:  BERTMAR is found on the dials and the movements of both pocket and wrist 
watches.  The left and middle images were taken from several ebay listings late March 2015.  The other is 
one of the museum’s wristwatches acquired with Max Silverman’s donated bench and tools in March 2015.  
Switzerland was the source for most BERTMAR watches sold for decades in Canada.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples of Some “Bertmar” Clocks:  The major 
source for the German mantel clocks sold in the 
1930s by Peoples Jewellers was apparently the 
Blackforest Clock Company (Toronto, 1928-1941), 
based on the case labels. 
 
In 1941 the business name was changed to the 
Forestville Clock Company, which continued to sup-
ply postwar German clocks to Peoples Jewellers, 
possibly as late as 1979 when Forestville ceased 
operation. 
 
Many similar models of desk clocks are found with 
the word Blackforest or Forestville on the glass dials 
with several colourful designs.  
 
                                                              Cont’d p 7 

LABEL: Blackforest Clock Company, Toronto (1930s) 
with unmarked chimes movement (German?)  
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS  (CONT’D) 

 

The BERTMAR clock examples shown here are from the collections of The Canadian Clock Museum. 

Allan Symons, Curator, Canadian Clock Museum 

Desk clock, glass dial Made in Canada, German pendulum move-
ment, various wood frames. 

LABEL: Forestville Clock Company, Toronto (1940s/1950s?) 
(movement made in France)  

FLORIDA REGIONAL MEETING 

Georgina and I attended the NAWCC  Florida Regional Clock Show & Mart held Feb 13 -15 in Kissimmee 
Florida. Some interesting clocks were on display and for sale. A number of workshops were offered such as 
"Salvaging a Wooden Clock Case Finish", and " Building a World Class Wristwatch Collection on a Budget.   
 

The highlight for me was the opportunity to visit over 100 mart tables, meet the clock collectors and chat 
about their clocks. I thought our members might be interested in seeing a few pictures of  
the event.   
 

This is the second Florida show we have attended, well worth the time. All the sellers and exhibitors were 
willing to share lots of good information and I picked up some much needed parts.                           Bill Jones 



 

 

 

EDITOR’S CORNER PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Our next meeting will be held in Deep River at the Cana-
dian Clock Museum.  Directions and details of the 
events for the day are attached.  It has been several 
years since the chapter last met at Allan’s beautiful mu-
seum and I am looking forward to the seeing changes.  I 
hope to see you all there! 
 

One of the main benefits of membership in the NAWCC 
is the opportunity to attend regular chapter meetings as 
well as regionals and the annual convention and semi-
nar.  These give us the opportunity to meet and chat 
with members from across all chapters; to browse 
through clocks, watches, etc. that we may never find in 
Ottawa, and; to take advantage of the research services 
at the NAWCC Headquarters.  We have reports from 
two such meetings in this issue 
 

Many thanks to all those who have contributed to our 
newsletter.  Peter Schulz, Allan Symons, Dan Hudon, 
and Bill Jones.  As Editor, it is great to receive input and 
articles from the membership.  This makes for a much 
more interesting issue, as knowledge is shared and  dif-
fering points of view are expressed.  (Besides which, it 
makes my job easier!!!)                                     Gary Fox 
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Bonjour à tous 
  

Hello everyone 
  

I am really looking forward to visit-

ing the Canadian Clock Museum in 

Deep River for the last meeting of 

the fall to spring season!  Most 

folks in the Chapter might have al-

ready visited the Museum but since it is in constant 

evolution, you will see new clocks on May 24th that 

you most likely have never seen in person before. 

For my part, I know there are clocks there I have 

never seen closely. I can write that because Allan 

Symons has been contributing a wonderful column 

to this newsletter for a while now, which I read av-

idly. So join us for a fun and stimulating event! 

 
Tourlou! 
                                                      Daniel Burgoyne 

TORONTO CHAPTER INVITATIONAL MEETING 

Feeling in the need of rummaging through table after table of clocks, watches, parts, tools, books and ho-
rological ephemera?  Well, the place you should have been was this year’s Toronto Invitational Meeting.  
Held as usual at the easy-to-find Travelodge on Dixon Road near the airport, I saw Jan Selles, Allan Symons 
and Pete and Judy Graham among the throng.  There were also some familiar faces from the Montreal Chap-
ters.  The show is growing once again as there were two mart rooms to scour through.   
 

Chapter President, Bob Pritzker, and old friend Ben Orszulak seemed to be everywhere, greeting visitors and 
organizing events.  As usual, the Saturday banquet was lots of fun and provided the opportunity to meet and 
chat with new friends.  Try to make it next year—you won’t regret it!                                                   Gary Fox 


